Welcome to our 55th Edition of “Big School Buzz” as Q2 gains momentum, with Winter
waiting patiently in the wings. We trust that you will find this month’s
edition of great value again as we strive to provide you with ‘edunews’
you can really use – from educational updates and lifestyle
trends, to exciting new product launches, technological
breakthroughs, and more. We’ll keep it light, fresh and
informative, and an absolute joy to read at all times. Please feel
free to pass it on to your fellow colleagues, friends and family as
we grow the “Big School Community”, together. And be sure to lend a
hand and light up a life, wherever you can. Keep in touch!
Yours sincerely

Editor & Crew
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Living And Learning In A Fast Changing World. Technology from the
wheel, to the printing press, to the mobile phone, has shaped human
history and will undoubtedly continue to do so. Today, computers and
the digital revolution are spreading across the globe, creating
connections we have never before imagined and possibilities and perils
only before dreamed of in science fiction. Whether it is called the
second machine age, the Digital Revolution, or the 4th Industrial Revolution, technologists,
economists and academics are all concerned with recent rapid technological advances and what
they imply for the future. While artificial intelligence, exponential increases in computing power,
and expanding mobile networks hold promise to make our lives easier and safer, they also threaten
to leave those at the bottom of the pile even further behind, if not evenly distributed. >>>
Solar Cow Powers An African Village. Yolk Station, a South Korean
solar energy company, has installed a solar-powered charging station in
a steel frame shaped like a cow as a pilot project at a school in Pokot,
Kenya, that gives parents free electricity as an incentive for allowing
their children to go to school (reducing child labour in the process).
Yolk Station has distributed detachable portable batteries (power
banks) called “Power Milk” to the children who are enrolled at Chemoril Primary School. When
students arrive for school, they plug the power banks into the solar station cow. Solar energy is
then used to charge the batteries in an innovative unit, designed to look like an udder hanging
off the underside of a makeshift metal cow. The “Power Milk” batteries can only be charged at
the school, leaving the students no choice but to attend school in order to charge their batteries
for their household consumption. >>>

Balancing Screen Time With Green Time. Nature experiences can be a
perfect antidote to the buzzing distraction of modern day childhood.
After a nice visit to the forest or the beach, the mind seems so
reinvigorated. The need for revitalising the attentional focus is more
relevant today, than ever before. Worldwide, screens increasingly claim
our children’s attentional resources during both school and leisure
time. Although smart technology can be used for pleasure and social activities too, studies
suggest that overuse leads to ‘smart technology-induced stress’, and addiction, in students.
Natural environments soothe us and counteract the negative effects of smart technology.
Coupling periods of smart technology use with periods of exposure to nature may well be the
optimal solution for children (and parents) in the 21st Century – unplugging, decompressing, and
spending precious, rewarding time outdoors. >>>
Maths Made Very Easy With Bettermarks®. Macmillan Education’s
Bettermarks® is a digital, adaptive mathematics program developed to
give learners immediate feedback, as well as valuable tips whilst they
work out and solve problems. Teachers can assign worksheets and tests
from over 100 000 CAPS-aligned questions, from Grades 4-10, and can
monitor individual learner’s or class progress to easily identify learning
needs (saving time with automatic marking and result evaluation). Easily accessible on any
connected smart device for absolute convenience. Bettermarks® makes maths easy! >>>
Kids’ Health Matters – The Scoop On Strep Throat. Strep Throat is
spread when healthy people come into contact with someone who is
infected with the illness and is caused by a tiny, ball-shaped bacteria,
called Group A Streptococcus, causing up to 30% of all sore throats.
The bacteria can easily spread to you when an infected person sneezes
or blows their nose in close proximity to you (incubation period – 1 to
5 days after exposure). A course of antibiotics over a 10-day period will kill off the strep bacteria
and the recovery time is quick. >>>
Tekkie Tax Day 31 May 2019. Tekkie Tax Day is fast becoming South
Africa’s most significant fundraising campaign for more than 300 local
welfare organisations. This good cause campaign started off in 2013,
and since its inception, has already raised almost R40 million. Pledge
your valuable support to this year’s campaign drive and join “Happy” the
mascot and all the other caring SA citizens in making this year’s Tekkie
Tax Day a huge success. >>>
Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:


Active exercise improves academic performance. >>>



Packing a trash-free lunch makes a lot of sense. >>>



LEAF brings nature back to schools. >>>



Financial literacy and being money wise matters. >>>



Creativity flourishes within morphing learning spaces. >>>
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